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RACES AND NATIONS

AS FUNCTIONS

OF THE WORLD WHOLE

Our worldis troubled, and withoutorder there can be no peace.
If we are to speak of order as related to the whole ofMankind in
its differing races, nations, and cultures, we mean human order.
But, as was stated in the New Atlantis Foundation Lecture on the
modern Indian sage Bhagavan Das, ‘human order,in the sense
social order, does not exist. All our so-called social orders are
purely empirical and essentially disorderly. Only Divine and
Natural orders exist. Human order cannot be brought about
without the knowledge that Mankind is one, and without the
freewill ofMan himself. The archetypal pattern oforderis already
given to us in the order of Nature, culminating in the order of
our own bodies’.
Wehaveto shake offthe cramping effect that many peoplefeel

today from the word ‘order’ because ofits association with the
verb ‘to command’ and because the word hasbeen abusedin its
adoption bydictatorships to imply a rigid hierarchy.Instead,it is
to the Natural order that we must look, the organic order in
which life processes are carried on. Every organ hasits function,
and the purposeofeach is the well-being and proper functioning
of the whole: equally the whole serves the fulfilment of each of
the parts. It is possible to see also how a sociological application

1 ‘The Message of Bhagavan Das’; H. C. Rutherford; 8th New Atlantis Foundation
Lecture, 1962, p.6.



ofthe word‘function’ canarise in a biological and thereforeliving
sense if the conception of the whole is as organism andnot as a
mere aggregate.
Today welive in a world where many andagonising problems

arise out of misunderstandings between different races and
cultures, but such problems are usually seen in terms of empirical
facts. There is lacking a world view from which their meanings
can beinterpreted. Half a century ago Dimitrije Mitrinovié set
out to show what the nature of such a world view could be. He
did this in a longseries ofarticles, called World Affairs, published
in The New Age (then under the outstanding editorship of A. R.
Orage) in 1920 and 1921.A furtherseries, often articles, appeared
in New Britain in 1933. Carrying out, through thesearticles, a
searching enquiry which he describes as ‘investigations and
studies’ or ‘more truthfully contemplations and travails’ con-
cerning the factors affecting world affairs, Mitrinovié indicated
the problems of race as one of four areas of human conflict, the
others being the sexes, the ages, and the classes of Mankind. His
way of looking at such problems differs from that of almostall
who have published studies in these areas, because instead of
starting with the observedfacts and ascribing causes to them in
their material context—such as explaining racial differences in
terms of geography or history—hestarts from a conception of
the whole and considers races and nations as functions of the
world whole, interpreting their significance by this criterion.
Unfortunately the kind of thinking required for this approach
has become more difficult the more we have come under the
influence ofa science which separates everything from everything
else and hasitself been disintegrated into countless specialisations.
Thinking from a wider and more comprehensive outlook may
seem too simple to ‘specialists’, but, as Mitrinovi¢ wrote in
World Affairs,

“Unless there is and can consciously be conceived a non-
arbitrary common world-responsibility, resting equally
according to their respective genius, situation and history,
upon every race and nation, nothing remains but to

 

1 ‘Anthropo-Biology’; L. R. Twentyman; 2nd Foundation Lecture, 1955, p-9.
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abandon every issue to mere force. That would then be
right which succeededin establishingitself”.

Hesawthe only alternative to force in

‘the conception in the highest minds of all races of a
common world-psychology, in which each of them shares
responsibility according to their respective functions; in a
phrase, the application of the functional principle to the
conception of the world as a single developing organism,
mainly psychologically realised’.

* cd * * * *

From early times in the history of human culture we find an
intuitive awareness of Mankind as One, and this has been at the
foundations of the most universal world religions and of many
world-creation myths. It would perhaps be true to say that as
population has grown andnationsandstates have taken shapethis
sense of the unity of humanity has declined and has been more
confined to the advanced thinkers of their time. We have to
recognise that this is not the popular assumption in the Western
world of our day; and in general our thought and actions are
much more determined by the differences between the different
parts of humanity than by our membership of one humanrace.
Yet this knowledge, as we may callit, of the oneness ofhumanity
has never been entirely lost, and just as we see evidence ofit in
Plato and Aristotle, so in the modern world it is considered
axiomatic by profound thinkers like Auguste Comte! and
Vladimir Solovyov?.
To enterinto the study of ‘world order based on the functional

principle’ it is necessary to affirm decisively the wholeness of
Universal Humanity in the sense expressed by Comte in his
affirmation of ‘le grand Etre’, the Great Being consisting ofall
mankind, past and future as well as now living. This involves us
in a commitment to basic human equality, but it has more depth
and content than a mere statement of human equality or unity,

1 ‘The Order of Mankind as seen by Auguste Comte’; D. Shillan; 9th New Atlantis
Foundation Lecture, 1963.

2 ‘The Christian Philosophy of Vladimir Solovyov’; Ellen Mayne; 4th Foundation
Lecture, 1957.



for it founds these not on a vaguefeeling of love for humanity,
but on the perceivedfact ofhumanidentity. Mitrinovié wrote:

“Theassertion that Mankindis a single species needs to be
supplemented by the assertion that Mankind is One Man;
and this again must be particularised in the assertion that
every manis that man.It maybesaid that there is some-
thing mystical in this; but the truth is, as has often been
said elsewhere, that Mysticism is commonsense; andit is
in this sense that the assertion is made, and can beverified—
that every manis at one and the sametime individual and
universal, both Man and Mankind. Beneaththe individual
consciousness andat the back of our individual organs and
functions lie collective, racial and perhaps even deeper
levels of consciousness, in which each of us lives and
moves and hashis being.It is true that our little bubble of
self-consciousness, floating on this ocean of world-
consciousness, is unaware for the mostpart ofthe common
life to which it belongs, . . . but recent investigation has
shownthat there is not a race, not a nation, not an indivi-
dual in the world that has not contributed and will not
contribute to the very stuff of which our individual minds
are made’.

It is from the unconditional acceptance of the Oneness of
Mankindthatthe fact of diversity has to be faced, andthis calls
for clarification of whatis implied by difference. The view that
assumes that any differentiation implies superior and inferior in
the sense ‘better’ and ‘worse’ and that therefore the only way of
avoidingthis is to asserttotal equality and samenessofall in every
respect, is part of the disease ofmodern intellectualism which can
only measure in quantitative terms and not value in qualitative
terms. To such intellectuals the idea that there can be superior and
inferior values, and that people can be superior in some respects
but inferior in others is offensive. The physically measurable is
taken as the only criterion of verification, and then the measured
differences are taken as quite fortuitous facts, like one person
having bigger feet than another. Such intellectuals are offended
by the notion that there are inherent differences of character in
different races and nations; and shall wenot find those same clever
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people indignantly rejecting the idea that there are any inherent
differences ofcharacter between women and men?
And yetit is obvious that just as there are many and deep

conflicts between races and nations, so also there are—obviously
and verifiably—marked differences of character between them.
Weare left with the problem of how tofind solutions to these
conflicts, and it will not do to affirm in some sentimental humani-
tarian way that these conflicts arise from purely external factors
such as economic and geographical facts and thatifthese could be
somehow smoothed over then the conflicts would cease. At the
opposite extreme we may find the school of thought that takes
such conflicts as inherentin the nature ofman andtherefore to be
expected to continue for ever. This inevitably leads to the implicit
conclusion that might is right. Yet surely there is one mistake in
common between both these attitudes, namely the assumption
that if we grant the reality of difference in character between
races then we must necessarily consider some of them as being
superior to others. And because in the Western world the
orientation of both these groups is fundamentally an intellectual
one they consider that those in whomintellect is more developed
are really superior. The racists claim this freely, the sentimental
humanists cannot admit it and therefore they deny the reality or
significance ofthe differences. These sameattitudes are what we
see in the extremists ofmale domination and female liberationism,
and unfortunately they bothspoil their case.
The answer given by Mitrinovi¢ to this dilemmaofattitudesis

to affirm first the absolute unity and equality of all mankind and
then to maintain that the differences are not mere arbitrary or
fortuitous distinctions, they are inherent differences which
nevertheless do not destroy the unity but rather enhanceit. They
are the differences which we can see in the differing functions
within the same organism. Therefore, so far from producing
logically a fight to the death in the conflicts which ensue, they
would if seen in this light produce therealisation that weareall
indeed complementary to, dependenton,andresponsible for one
another.
The ‘model’, then—to use the current popular scientific

terminology—for demonstrating the possibility of realising the
unity of Mankind, while keeping the rich diversity of different
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races and nations, is the organism; and,as weshall see, this means
essentially the human organism.

* * * * *x x

Wewill disregard the wide variety offorms in which organism
may be found andconcentrate on the basic pattern which inheres
in them all. An organism is an entity consisting of parts. It is a
unity in diversity. Its essential characteristic is the relationship of
the parts to one anotherand to the whole. The parts act mutually
upon oneanother and the whole in such a way as to preserve the
identity ofthe whole, andin so doing each organ at the sametime
realises its own greatest fulfilment. Although there is a kind of
hierarchy, because some organs are more necessary to the con-
tinued life of the whole than others are—we cannot, for instance,
live withoutbrain, or heart, or kidneys, but we can do so without
legs or arms—nevertheless there is also a fundamental equality in
that the fullest perfection of the whole cannotbeattained without
the co-operation ofevery single member.It is a most delicate and
wonderful balance. An organism is not a machine andit is not
just an aggregate ofparts: that is a fundamental distinction, over
which much contemporary thinking runsinto confusion.Itis the
archetypal form in which the mind conceives a living whole.
The human organism, becauseit is the only one we experience

whichis physically, psychically and spiritually perfected enough
to be the bearer ofself-consciousness, is thus the archetype ofand
key to all organism. Mitrinovié speaks of ‘the world as one great
mind in process of becoming self-conscious’ and the races and
nations as rudimentary organs in course of development. It is
fruitless to argue about whetherit really is so in fact, or whether
we are ‘merely making an analogy’. Wedo notpresumeto state
as a fact that which we should havedifficulty in proving, but we
find it possible to say with Solovyov!, following Comte?, that
‘le grand Etre’, or Universal Humanity is neither an abstract
notion nor an empirical aggregate, it is an actual living being.
And Solovyovfurtherinsisted that to call Mankind an organism
was no mere analogy butthestatementofreality.
 

1 ‘The Christian Philosophyof Vladimir Solovyoy’; Ellen Mayne; 4th New Atlantis
Foundation Lecture, 1957, p.13.

2 ‘The Order of Mankind as seen by Auguste Comte’; D. Shillan; 9th Foundation
Lecture, 1963, p.19.



 
 

Clearly if we are to consider the whole of Mankind as a
developing organism of which the organs are the different races
and nations, thenits cells are the individual human beings. But a
whole organism cannot be of a lower order than that ofits
constituentcells, therefore the perfected organism of mankind
cannot be of a lower order than that of the individual human
beings who compose it. And since these are self-conscious, we
must therefore think of Mankind as a unity which is at least
potentially self-conscious. Butif a significant numberof persons
in every race and nation looked at the world whole in this way
so that the races and nations of the world could besaid to regard
themselves as different functions of one whole, then the nature
of their conflicts would change. These would then become the
normal and potentially creative conflicts between different
functions ofthe same organism rather than merearbitrary quarrels
between disconnected factions, and thus would be susceptible to
rational treatmentrather than mereforce.

Therefore argument about fact or analogy is futile because
pragmatically the result is the same in either case. It does not
matter if in the first instance we approach the question with a
certain scepticism andsay thatto call Mankindan organic unity is
merely a heuristic device or a “creative fiction’. But a creative
fiction cannot serve any useful purpose without faith in its
efficacy. Indeed (as was pointed out by Hans Vaihinger in The
Philosophy of As If) most of mathematics is founded on such
ctions. For instance, the calculus depends on the fiction of the

infinitely small, which is at the same time both something and
nothing, and this is still so despite the attempts of modern
mathematicians to eliminate such contradictions. But these
fictions are useful and effective only because the mathematician
puts his faith in.them. Andthereality which emerges is noless
real for being founded on faith rather than so-called hard fact.
So, in dealing with the question of the world-whole Mitrinovi¢
wrote:

‘Thefaith and the hypothesis underlying this our exposition
of the Universal Problem . . . this faith, which may be
revealed through the providence of the species, and this
hypothesis, which indeed is only a pragmatic scheme and
a risk—our foundationalfaith, the whole of our guess and
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adventure. . . is the beliefthat the Psychein all souls is the
same Psyche, and that the psychic energyin all souls is the
same energy. Our hypothesis is that Oversouls exist, racial
souls exist’. . .

Whatweareaffirmingis that the given pattern and only living
exemplar of unity-with-diversity is organism. If our world is
threatened by all mannerofdisunity and a ruinous diversity we
should face the fact that ultimately the only alternative to a
solution on organic lines is conflict leading to destruction—
sheer confrontation, in which one side and probably both must
suffer.

Theorder we mustlook for is that in which no one organtries
to dominate others; in other words an order in which equality is
attained. Not sameness, which would be a falsehood, but equal
validity because of the necessity of each function to the full
attainmentofthe whole.
A step to be taken hereis to accept that in the human organism

the whole psyche of an individual is also organic. For the most
part organism is thought ofonly in a physical sense; but we have
already indicated that an organism can be described as a con-
tinuously changing system of interacting functions, and thatit is
the significancein relation to one anotherofthedifferent functions
and the nature of their interaction which constitutes the reality of
the organism rather than any physical characteristics such as shape
or form.If, then, man’s psyche can be seen as a coherentstructure
rather than a chaos of thoughts, feelings and desires, it can
properly becalled not only a part of man’s organism butalso an
organic wholeness in itself. Andif the non-physical aspect of an
individual is an organic wholeness, so also may be that ‘same
Psyche’ whichis the psychic side of Universal Humanity, the
Great Being. Macrocosm and microcosm, both physically and
non-physically, are organic. This notion may bedifficult for many
today, though thereis plenty of evidenceforits having beenfelt
intuitively in the distantpast. For Comtein theearly 19th century
it would not have been possible to take the step towardsit that
we can now take, because in his day the psychological basis for
such thinking did notexist.

In the depths of our souls there are not only memories and
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impulses from our individual past, but also from the collective to
which webelong. The basic unity of mankind of whichreligions
have spokenhas thus been demonstrated by psychology. Although
we are for the most part quite unconsciousofit, every nation and
every race,in factall forms oflife over the whole world contribute
to the contents ofour individualsouls. In our deepest unconscious
each oneofus contains the whole. As Mitrinovié wrote:

“The unity of Mankind, nay, of the whole ofcreation,
which physiology hasaffirmed, psychology now confirms.
It is no longer religion but science that announces the
inter-relation and inter-dependence ofall forms oflife,
past, present and future’.

Within the last hundred years psychology has arisen as a new
science dealing with the human soul, andit is indeed true that
whatreligions previously accepted as a fact, psychology has now
confirmed scientifically. In the present century the scientific
investigation opening up the previously uncharted world of the
unconscious has proceeded, from the work of Freud, then Jung,
Adler, Groddeck and others. This has revolutionised our under-
standing of a great deal of human life, even thoughit has not yet
penetrated to universal acceptance. Many people tend to reject
the idea of their own unconscious because, in the nature of the
case, it remains unconscious. Ofcourse there are very considerable
differences in the approach made bythese different pioneers of
investigation into the vast reserves of human psychic experience
and energy. Freud and his followers maintain that man’s un-
conscious housesall the shameful and troublesome areas ofhis
experience that he does not wish to face and that he therefore
denies and pushes down into the ‘unknown’. But otherinter-
pretations show.a known and an unknown part of the human
psyche, both ofequalvalueto the individual.
Jung, in his work with the mentally deranged, made further

discoveries as a result of going into man’s unconscious world. He
saw the human psyche as a coherentstructure, not just as a list of
faculties or a hotch-potch offeelings, desires, and so on. In his
fourfold analysis of the human psyche, which he used so as to
develop a typology of four types of person, there was an inner
relationship between the different parts, and this inner dynamic
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was the basis of the individual character. Polarity, a balance of
extremes, is a necessary concept for thinking about many aspects
oflife, and Jung in analysing thestructure of the psyche into four
main functions, which have been described as ‘our means of
adaptation to the world’, sees these as two pairs of opposites.
Wenaturally tend to visualise them as a cross—andthe four-ended
or four-sided figure was something that Jung found constantly
recurring in people’s symbolic imagery; and it is helpful to
rememberalso the ancient Chinese Yin-Yang figure, whichis a
very subtle form ofpolarity andcarries withit in the surrounding
circle the symbolofits own unity.

In Jung’s types, then,there is a double polarity. These functions
could be describedas different ways in which the individual human
being relates himself to the content of his psyche—those which
meet him from the external world and those which meet him
from the inner world of consciousness. Two of these functions
Jungcalls rational, because they involve making a judgement;
the other two hecalls irrational, because they involve no more
than a perception. The two rational functionsare intellect and
feeling, the formerjudging the world—both inner and outer—by
thought, thelatterjudging by whetherit is pleasant or unpleasant.
Thecriterion of the formeris truth or falsehood, ofthelatter
attraction or aversion.In this senseintellect can becalled objective
and feeling subjective. The other two of Jung’s functions are
intuition and sensation, which are twodifferent ways ofperceiving
the world. Intuition grasps the wholein all its inter-relationships
but is not so much concerned with details; sensation takes in the
minutest details but does not grasp wholes. Intuition is concerned
with meanings, and regards facts as relatively unimportant in
themselves; sensation is concerned with facts, but is unable to
interpret their meanings. All this has been put here in simplified
black-and-white terms, to express the polarity of the extremes
represented; but as the different functions occur in reality in
different human types they are ofcourse modified, usually by one
auxiliary function, and by the over-all tendency towardeither
introversion or extraversion.

In any individual one of the four functions is the ‘superior
function’, that is to say it is the one with whichthe individual
works best, and most consistently, in a conscious way. The
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opposite function is the inferior one; that is to say, it is weak in
the individual’s consciousness, remaining largely unconscious and
only occasionally bursting out perhaps in an uncouth way. For
most peoplealso one ofthe other functionsis stronger and colours
the working of the superior function, as an auxiliary. What is
important, for all purposes but especially for our present exposi-
tion, is that in this connection ‘superior’ and ‘inferior’ are used
only as meaning stronger and weaker, not good and bad: there
is no moraljudgementattached to them. Without goinginto the
full complexity which this typology can cover, we maysee that
an intuitive intellectual might, for instance, be a philosopher; a
sensationalintellectual might be a scientist; an intuitive feeling
type might be a mystic; a sensational feeling type might be an
artist. None of these is better or worse than another, they are
simply different; and for the wholeness of humanity all types are
necessary. The ideal man would be one who had equally the
conscioususeofall four functions.
An individual starts life with the make-up of one superior

function and perhaps one of the others (not the polar opposite
inferior function) as supplementary and supporting. His truelife
aim is to reach wholeness, that is to say to acquire conscious
control over the other two functions also. Although these are
different in every case, it should be said that in the child feeling
and intuition are naturally more prominentin his consciousness,
while as he growsolder he developsin his intellect and power of
sensation. As a child he judges everything more by whether he
likes or dislikes it than by whetherit is true or false. He also sees
intuitively all sorts of meanings and connections, some of them
highly imaginative and even wholly fantastic, rather than—as
adults tend more to do—seeing things‘as they are’. And we have
to admit that very often a profounder understanding of inner
realities comes from the mouthsofbabes and sucklings than from
the fact-seeing grown-up.

Mitrinovic was deeply concerned with the change of mind
which might be the one way of avoiding a deadly confrontation
of powers in the world. Having reached the conclusion that ‘all
wars are psychologicalin origin’ he wrotethat‘the only alternative
is. . . the conception . . . of a common world-psychology’ in
whicheachofthe races and nations‘shares responsibility according
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to their respective functions’. He proposed, then, an investigation
of‘the psychological lay-out of the world asit presentsitself to a
mind beginningto be conscious in the world sense’,
Thus his treatment of race is essentially psychological. In

lectures which he gave someyearslater than the 1920-21 World
Affairs he made

a

direct comparison between the world-whole and
the whole individual according to Jung’s analysis. He did this by
considering Jung’s four functions in the form ofa cross made up
of the two pairs of Opposites, superimposing this on the four
points ofthe compass, north and south,east and west respectively.
By this very approximate analysis intellect would appear as the
‘superior function’ ofthe Northern races, feeling of the Southern,
intuition ofthe Eastern, andsensation ofthe Western.

N
Intellect

E
Sensation Intuition

 

Feeling

S
It is very importantto see that this should not be taken as saying

that Europeans are intellectual and Africans only emotional and
deficientin intellect, or something ofthe sort. Or that Americans
are realistic people who see things as they are, while Asiansall
indulge in childish fantasies. It could, of course, be put quite
differently—that Europeans are devoid of feeling and that
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Americansare incapable ofunderstanding meanings. Bothsets of
generalisations would be equally false, and a misunderstanding of
whatis being affirmed. Mitrinovi¢ wrote:

“That there are individual minds in all races and nations
that are “universal” and capable of taking a world-view of
world-affairs we can the more readily admitsince, in due
course, we hope to enlist them in our present common
cause.

Hestarts his ‘brief sketch’ of ‘the psychological lay-out of the
world’ by observing that

‘it is clearly necessary to define the world in psychological
terms and to indicate approximately the areas ofits un-
conscious and conscious respectively. But is there any
doubt aboutthe existing and natural division?’

And he goes onto relate the unconscious more with the East and
the conscious more with the West. This againis liable to be mis-
understoodif it is taken naively andliterally and turned into
stereotypes. It is necessary to consider what is meant bydifferent
kinds andlevels ofconsciousness. The sharpest ofsuch distinctions
is between a grouportribal consciousness and a separate, indivi-
dualised consciousness. (Obviously there are many shades of
difference between these two extremes: from the individual point
of view the collectivised consciousness seems unconscious). The
less individuated can be associated with the human past, since it
must have been originally the only consciousness—just as the
consciousness of an infant does notatfirst even separate himself
from his surroundings—and this more collectively-based con-
sciousness can be associated with the peoples of the East and the
South. Among peoples of the North and the West consciousness
has tended to develop towards a more sharply individuated
condition and wefeel our separateness to an acute degree.
These differences ofconsciousness haveto beseen in the light of

the notion of the world as a developing organism, and not as
being static at a particular momentin history. Andto assist this
view there is the work of another psychologist, also with a four-
fold conception ofMan in all his aspects, through time as well as
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at any moment in time. Georg Groddeck was one whom
Mitrinovi¢ knew personally: he held him in high regard, and he,
as it were, superimposed Groddeck’s fourfold view of Man onto
the four cardinal points of the compass and thus implied a
comparison with Jung’s fourfold view of the psychic functions.
Into the view ofMan as composed oftwo sexes, man and woman,
Groddeck introduced twoages, child and adult, each having an
outlook as distinct from the purely male or purely femaleas if
they were to constitute two further sexes. Such a view of the
child as opposed to man or womanis relatively easy to grasp, but
to understand Groddeck’s meaning in relation to the adult it is
first necessary to go further into what Groddeck meantbyadult.
He meant a fully developed person. Just as, in Jung’s analysis of
the four psychic functions, full development of the individual
would consist in having at his conscious disposal not merely his
superior function and perhaps one auxiliary function, but both
auxiliary functions andevenhis inferior function, so in Groddeck’s
view a whole humanbeinghas within him both male and female,
and at the same time both child nature and potential qualities of
genius. And a fully developed individual is aware ofall these
sides ofhis nature. Indeed in speaking ofGroddeck’s fourfold view
Mitrinovié substituted for ‘adult’ the word ‘genius’, using that
wordnot,as it is so often wrongly used, as meaninga particularly
gifted person, butin the sense in which Otto Weiningerusedit,
as a person of more universal consciousness, such as would be
experienced by one who was aware in himself of the qualities of
child, woman, and man.

It is necessary to realise that any such analysis as Jung’s or
Groddeck’s always involves abstraction of a feature or quality
from its whole context in order to emphasise its essential charac-
teristic, and to that extentit involves a distortion of reality. There
is, for instance, no such thing as pureintellect without feeling, nor
is there such a being as a pure male who hasno female qualities or
a pure female who has no male qualities. Every child is either male
or female and every man or woman retains something of the
child. But given this limitation a comparison may be made
between Jung’s and Groddeck’s fourfold views. Intellect may be
more particularly related to the man’s outlook and feeling to the
woman’s, taking intellect and feeling strictly in Jung’s sense as
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modes of judgement. And similarly intuition may be more
particularly related to the child’s modeofperception. Thepossible
comparison of adult or genius with sensationis less clear, but we
will return to it.

Now Groddeck’s fourfold view of Man introduces the time
factor in that the life of every person starts with childhood, goes
through thestage of being a grown man or woman,andideally
aims at achieving adulthood in the sense of becoming a fully
developed individual. And this development may be compared
with that ofmankind as a whole, in whichit is undeniable that the
earliest developed consciousness was in the East and that the centre
of gravity of humanity has since proceeded westward, becoming
more individuated. It might besaid that the childhood conscious-
ness ofManstarted in the East. Andifwe associate childhood with
intuition, we may observethattheearliest scriptures ofmankind—
in China and India particularly—were marked by an intuitive
grasp of wholeness and meanings rather than by observation of
detailed physical facts. Thus in the earliest days, it could besaid,
intuition was the superior function of mankind. It could also be
said that the majority ofmankindjudged moreby feeling than by
intellect, as children doalso.

With the progression of the centre of consciousness from the
relative unconsciousness of the early East or South-East towards
the modern West or North-West there has been a similar pro-
gression from intuition and feeling—represented by the East and
South—towardsintellect and sensation—represented by the North
and West. In America we have indeed the acmeofsensation, not
only in the obvious sense in which it impinges on usbutalso, for
instance in the exaggerated size and weight of American books,
swollen by the desire to observe every detail. The centre of
gravity has shiftéd from the heart to the head, in our ‘Atlantic’
culture, which may be strong in awareness of details and in
thinking out systems, butthis is at the cost ofreal feeling and the
capacity to perceive the wholenessofthings.

So it has come aboutthatthe ‘Atlantic’ civilisation and culture
tends to considerintellect as superior to emotion, and scientific
knowledge of details as superior to intuitive understanding of
meanings. Andit is this undue emphasis onintellect and sensation
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that Mitrinovi¢ observed as the cause of the world unrest even as
early as 1920 and indeedearlier. He describedit as

‘the over-reaching of the Western function and the com-
pletion of the Western purpose. Machinery was this
purpose. Mechanism was this function. Europe and the
West had to create reason and the logical and logoic
aspect of things. Individualism is the logoic aspect of
humanlife. Materialism is the logical aspect ofthe universe.
The East is invading the world and imperilling the balance
of all things western because the West has imposed
machinery—the poorandridiculous magic of the West—
upon Humanity. The Male has provoked the revolt of the
Female. The West as a whole has caused the insurrection
oftheslaves and ofthe injured and humiliated ...’.

To anyone whohasso far followed these comparisons between
the development of the individual and that of the whole of
Mankind it may seem reasonable to compare the West with
sensation,in the sense ofobservation offactual detail. Butif, as we
take it, the centre of consciousness has been moving from East to
West, or from South-East to North-West, how can a valid
comparison be made between sensation and the adult, that is to
say the fully developed person? No comparisonsofthis sort are
intended to be

a

literal assertion of fact. Rather they are aids to
organic thinking, a ‘heuristic’ scheme. But this comparison may be
taken further, for it is not until the individual has reached the
ultimate of simply seeing things as they are in full waking
consciousness, whichis the perfection of sensation, that he can be
said to be fully adult. Only then can healso have the full use of
intellect without being deluded by metaphysical systems, of
feeling without being absorbed in his subjectivity, and of
intuition withoutbeing led astray by fantasies. And so it was in a
sense that Mitrinovi¢ saw America, North and South, as the
place where peoplesofall races and nations were mixing together
to forma people who would be pioneersofthe new pan-humanity.
Butthatis in the very far future. As he wrote in World Affairs
in NewBritain:

‘Both the Americas are destined to lead the Atlantic
civilisation into the stream of the Pacific civilisation, a
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civilisation future and distant but inevitable and also
providential’.

At the time when he wrotethe 1920articles it was essentially
Europethathe saw as responsible for world guidance.Later, in the
New Britain articles, he saw this responsibility primarily in
Britain. And though he believed that Europe, in its colonial
exploitation, and in the First World War—whichheregarded as
a European civil war—hadgrievously betrayed both the world and
herself, nevertheless he maintained that Europe alone could, if
she would,exercise her function ofworld-organisation.

‘Europe’, he wrote, ‘may be said to have discovered the
world; and discovery is in this sense almost equal to
creation’.

It is not possible to go in detail into all the reasons, both positive
and negative, which he gave for this judgement. Europe has
indeed beenthescene ofthe development ofmind, of the world’s
own thinking process. In Europe and its extensions into the
Americas and the British Empire and Commonwealth the vast
majority of invention, scholarship, criticism, and philosophy in
the modern sense have had their birth. Europe may not have been
the birthplace of any of the world religions, but the study and
critical scholarship ofreligion has been European, and in general
this individually critical approach has been the contribution of
Europe to the world. In modern times, of course, the striking
factor has been science and technology.It is therefore the specific
contribution of reason and mind that hecalls for in the world
interest, so that Mankind can ‘think out’ what to do.

Thatthis is a long process in which every race and nation must
take part Mitrinovic showedthathefully realised when he wrote:

“We cannotpretendto be able to define here and now the
particular solutions of the problems contained in a world-
plan applicable to all races and nations. To discover the
natural, the intended, functions of races would demand
the intuitive study of history, of science, of philosophy
andreligion; a work thatis only in its infancy in Europe...
The solutions must be such that while theysatisfy the
European mind they satisfy the best minds of all other
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races; for it is contrary to both reason andjustice that the
brain should dictate what the other organs do notfindit
easy and natural and proper to carry out, namely their
own highest functions.’

While, then, we can see the failure of Western culture and
civilisation to do enough to make their necessary contribution to
the ordering of the world, and, as he says, ‘If Europe does not
solve these problems, no other race will or can’, we must allow
also for the fact that an over-developed superior function of
intellect means the risk of explosions from the neglected inferior
function offeeling. So wesee in the world, as with an individ-
ual,

‘if any part of the unconsciousis . . . denied its place in the
sun’ it sets up ‘psychological revolts of a pathological
character, and the conscious itself . . . forfeits the access of
intelligence that would certainly cometo it from the wise
acceptanceofthe offer or demandofthe unconscious’.

Theresult could be that

‘the unconscious, refused recognition, breaks all conscious
restraints and emerges in its untransformed character as
madness, lust, revenge, and devilry’.

By now the world unconscious has been dangerously provoked
by two world wars. It is still worth considering Mitrinovié’s view,
expressed between the wars, that a world order on any other than
a European basis would reduce the possibility of individual
freedom andself-consciousness. Yet in spite ofall its technology,
it is notat all impossible for the West to be overwhelmed by the
South and the East, for science and technology, as Mitrinovié
wrote,are ‘easily learnable’.

Christianity implied egoic consciousness and individual respon-
sibility, but the rationality evolved in Europe as part of the
Christianising process has indeed been too muchidentified with
powerand domination. Wein the West have muchto learn from
Asia and Africa—and from Africa’s Caribbean descendants, many
of whom now live amongst us—and thatthis is an educative
necessity can beseen in thelight of a psychological view of the
world. Moreover such a view cannot be totally strange, un-
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fashionable or incomprehensible today, when wecan read in the
illustrated supplement of a Sunday newspaper: ‘In the West, the
intellect rules and dominates. But the African goes about under-
standing differently, and bideshis time’?.

Mitrinovié had written,in 1933,

‘The Soul ofMan is also an organ ofknowledge, not only
his intellect. For Destiny can be understood by intellect
and mere forms ofthings can be analysed; but Providence
can be known only by the heart of humans, by our
emotions, desires, will; by our soul. Now it is this very
heart, the over-ruled human heart, the intimidated human
soul, whichis rebelling againstthe spirit-killing dictatorship
of the intellect and its technology andits purely formal
knowledge of the mechanism of things. Our inwardness,
our subjectivity, our spirituality demands the restoration
ofjustice . . . and it will be thetask ofintuition,ofspiritual
cognisance, to liberate human culture from its stronger
oppressor and save humanity from the mirageofscientific
dictatorship.’

If we accept the thoughtthatthelife of the human world can
be comparedto thelife of an individual, then we maysee thatas
ageing and death are in front of us individually, so are they also
before Humanity as a whole. So the qualities most evident in an
ageing person could be the qualities most requiredforthesettling
of our world today. Older people need peace, they require
tranquility to interiorise and to assess their past, to come to terms
with their life and the prospect of death. Jung has laid great
emphasis uponthefirst half oflife as the outgoing, the acquisitive,
and the last half as the time for returning to the fundamental
values that makelife rich; andthis samerealisation is found in the
ancient Indian tradition, with the notions of Pravritti and
Nivritti?. Jung’s experience has called attention to the problems
arising in individual life at the age when there are values which
we find to be more important than worldly acquisitions, on
which we may have concentrated when younger. Humanity

 

1 John Heilpern; ‘Observer’ colour supplement, 25th September 1977, p-37-
2 ‘The Message of Bhagavan Das’; H. C. Rutherford; 8th New Atlantis Foundation

Lecture, 1962, p.8.
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itself is growing older andits problems are changing. The human
uncertainty about ‘which way to go’, and the needfor a different
conception ofleadership, of guidance, can be seen from the wars
and catastrophesofthe present age, whichin thelifetime ofmany
of us have become, for the first time in history, world-wide, and
we can see that local troubles become world concernsjust as a
local sickness in the human body affects the whole person.

* * * * * *

The text of the 1920-21 series of World Affairs runs to more
than 100,000 words, so itis difficult to give a fair idea of the
searching way in which Mitrinovié carries out his survey of the
world’s and Man’spresentsituation andcrisis, often recapitulating,
as the serial form of publication makes advisable. The themes
weave in and out in a manner whichit is impossible to conveyin
briefextracts.

It would be dangerous to yield to the temptation to quote
liberally from Mitrinovi¢’s statements about particular races and
nations, since most of these were made over half a century ago,
and it is too much to expect that we can all make the necessary
adjustments in historic perspective which such a length of such a
crowded time demands. Anypartial quotation involvestherisk of
misunderstanding it to be a total and final judgement;for his
methodis to show us the worst and the best of a race or nation.
When he discusses Japan as the Prussian Germanyofthe East, or
the English as the Chinese of the West, we have to look beyond
the effects of the style to the significance ofthe correspondence in
the context of the whole conception at the time when it was
written. No part of the world is overlooked, and there are many
detailed illuminations. In particular there is intense concentration
on the worldrole of the British and of the Jews, confronting the
negativesas well as the positives in both peoples.

Thesecondseries of World Affairs, published twelve yearslater,
expresses an even greater urgency of appeal, with sharper
definition of the immediate issues, and a shift of emphasis from
the wholeness of the world and Universal Humanity to the
individual human person—these two polarised extremes being
the only two Absolutes in this anthropo-sociological view of the
world. There had been in this period an intensification of many
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ofthe world symptoms studiedin thefirst series, and the situation
was showinga drift towards war. Among the most important of
the new features were the establishment of communist Russia as
a great power in the form of the U.S.S.R., and the rise of
Fascism-Nazism. Of the former it is relevant to recall that he
wrote:

‘The mission of Communism is to compel the world to
re-orientateitselfagainstall racial or ethnic world-orders’.

There is a change of style, too, the writing in these ten articles
being extremely condensed andthe series as a whole making up
the most weighty and comprehensive piece ofcontinuous writing
that Mitrinovié has left, published or unpublished, as he never
wrote a book but worked mostly by speaking, usually to quite
small groups.
The concentration of emphasis upon the individual and the

significance of individuation means that in this series there are
comparatively few references to races—‘the Race’ or ‘our race’
are here used to mean the human race, Humanity Universal—so
the study of the meaning of Christendom!is consequently given
more concentrated attention. But Mitrinovi¢’s evaluation of the
concept‘race’ may beseen soonafterhis arrival in Englandat the
beginning ofAugust 1914, in an unpublishedletter to H. G. Wells?:

“Theraceis greater than the nation and humanity is greater
than therace’.

The great world power issues examinedin thefirst series are not
lost sight ofin the highly elevated and morepersonal appeal ofthese
later articles, but are re-stated with an effect of added urgency.lf
China couldliberate herselffrom

‘the imperial grip ofJapan, would she necessarily be saved by
the neo-Siberian invasion. . . ofthe Soviets? And would the
miserable millions of India profit by being individuated,
compelled to be westernised and modernised by the
imperialism ofRussia?’

1 ‘The Religion of Logos and Sophia from the writings of Dimitrije Mitrinovié on
Christianity’; H. C. Rutherford; 12th New Atlantis Foundation Lecture, 1966.

2 Inthe archives ofthe New Atlantis Foundation.
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Soviet Russiaitself, he said,is in danger fromJapan, so doesit notneed friendship with New Europe?

‘Is a confederated Europe not an imperative need ofhuman
organisation? And is not the InternationalofIsrael . a
spiritual international ableto initiate a reconciliation of the
West with the East? Andis notthe British Commonwealth
itself a World-International able and called to give a lead
for organisation ofsuffering humanity? . . . The Atlantic
Alliance from and around a Unified Europe is necessary
and possible.’

Obviously it is out of the question to give morethan a limitedimpression of the unique quality of these articles—all the moreremarkable since they were published in an inexpensive weeklypaper—but we must hope that the main lines of thought mayemerge even if the impact of the intense concentration in thewriting cannotbe transmitted. Though weare led in the courseof these writings to an intensified awareness of the world’s need
for individuated persons, Mitrinovié does warn us that individua-tion byitself is not the whole of human or spiritual attainment.Atthe same time he warnsus also against the idolatry of wor-
shipping false gods, such as nations, Churches, Kremlin Inter-
national or any other merely instrumental parts or functions of
the Whole.

‘The true Wholeness is personality only,’ he said:
“individuals matter,’

Throughouthis work Mitrinovié took accountofa distinction
between Evolution and History, and expressed the view that‘allhistory is only instrumental’. It is in the light of this that he has
written repeatedly that while this or that race or nation mayfail
to fulfil its human task (with consequent great human sufferingand travail) Adam, mankind altogether, cannot ultimately fail.But meanwhile

‘this, our world-crisis, is one of the total and radical crises
of the procession of evolution and history . . . Evolutionis
nothistory. History proper and history essential is of the
West... But our crisis today is not only an historic world-
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convulsion . . . It is deeper. The Western crisis of history
andcivilisation synchronises with an aeonian change and
with the birth ofan altogether new anddifferent world’.

* * * *x * *

It may seem that, having started with a concept ofraces, and
having goneon to build up a pathwayto theacceptanceofraces
as vital organs of Humanity, we reached the conclusion that the
world has now passed beyond theracial stage to one of pure
individuality related to the wholeness of the entire human race.
Yet our daily experience shows us that the effects of racial
distinctiveness and the problemsofracial compatibility are with
us as practicalrealities to be understood andlived through.It was
characteristic of Mitrinovié to enter deeply into the problems of
the present, but his concern always reached beyondthese into the
human future. We have seen that he gave deep thought to the
question ofraces andnations, and perhapsthe time has now come
to applyin this field ofhuman relations the view he expressed that
philosophy should become a wisdom in which the world is not
merely mirrored but by whichit is governed. If whathecalls for
seems to make us wantto cry with the Psalmist: ‘Such knowledge
is too wonderful for me:it is high, I cannotattain untoit’, thisis
something that he faced. Hesaid

“World-politics can only be a work ofsaints and supermen,
for it can only be a work ofcosmic responsibility.’

We musttakeit that he believed sucha level ofhuman develop-
mentto beattainable.
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